As an urban planning program uniquely situated in a school of public policy, NYU Wagner provides future planners with a broad and expansive skill set. The networks and connections I developed at NYU Wagner help me to better serve the public and to make New York a healthier and greener city.

- NICK MOLINARI, MUP 2005
Chief of Planning and Parklands,
NYC Department of Parks & Recreation
ACADEMIC OVERVIEW

The MUP program can be completed in 2 years full-time or 3-4 years on a part-time basis.

REQUIRED CORE COURSES:
All students take the core courses to gain essential skills in finance, policy, and management.
- Statistical Methods for Public, Nonprofit, and Health Management
- Managing Public Service Organizations
- Financial Management for Public, Nonprofit, and Health Organizations
- Microeconomics for Public Management, Planning, and Policy Analysis

REQUIRED PLANNING CORE COURSES:
(STUDENTS TAKE FIVE COURSES)
- Urban Planning Methods and Practice
- Urban Economics
- History and Theory of Urban Planning
- Land Use Law
- Introduction to Urban Physical Design
- Institutions, Governance, and International Development
- Decentralized Development Planning

A full list of courses can be found at: WAGNER.NYU.EDU/COURSES/LISTINGS

SPECIALIZATIONS:
Students also choose a specialized elective cluster:
- Economic Development and Housing
- Environment, Infrastructure, and Transportation
- International Development Planning

For more information about the program, visit: WAGNER.NYU.EDU/MUP

FINANCIAL AID

NYU Wagner will assess all applicants for merit-based scholarship opportunities. Approximately 20 percent of all our students receive a merit-award for the duration of their degree program. Students interested in merit aid consideration are encouraged to submit their applications early. For more information about financial aid, please contact us at WAGNER.ADMISSIONS@NYU.EDU.